
Memorising Vocabulary. A tip for English for Business students by Andrew D. Miles. 

 

Vocabulary 

should be 

automatic. 

 

Words you 

can’t 

remember 

when 

needed 

are useless.  

 

Memorising Words 

Imagine a meeting. Someone asks a question. You know the 

answer but can’t recall the words you need. You stop to think 

but soon someone else has replied 

and the meeting goes on. Too late 

to add anything! 

Sometimes we can’t use what 

we’ve studied because it doesn’t 

come to our mind.  

In fact, we cannot say we know a 

word until we are able to recall it 

immediately.  There are two 

conditions for this to happen:  One, 

words must move from our passive to our active vocabulary; 

two, they must migrate from our short- to our long-term 

Passive vocabulary 

includes expressions we 

understand but can’t use. 

 

Active vocabulary 

includes  expressions we 

can use in conversation or 

writing. 



memory. How can we do this?  

Decide what is important. You won’t be able to remember all 

the words so concentrate on the ones you think will be useful. 

We will call these keywords.    

Keep a list. Write all keywords in a notebook with their 

translation or meaning. Add examples and comments. 

Study phrases instead of isolated terms. Sometimes 

memorising collocations (words that often come together 

such as market share or quality control) is easier than 

remembering them separately. 

Revise terms from different 

angles. Write a sentence for your 

tutor to correct; read the 

definition and say the word; 

cover it and check the 

translation; fit it into a dialogue; 

tell your teacher to read the 

expression and verify you can 

pronounce and spell it. 

Follow a plan. Review keywords 

after one day, then every week 

for a month and then every 

month for a year.   

Set time for vocabulary every class. Ask your tutor to spend 

five minutes every lesson revising terminology. 

Memorise meaning, pronunciation and use. Translating the 

word is not enough. You need to know how to say it and how 

to use it in real-life conversation. 

 

Recall: remember. 

Come up: appear. 

Keyword: important 

word. 

Isolated: separated. 

Context or Register: 

where and when  we use a 

word. 

Role pay: dialogue. 

Collocations: words that 

often appear together. 



Get the context. Some words could be too informal for a 

business meeting or too formal with friends. Ask you teacher. 

Buddy or mate are common in informal English but you 

wouldn’t include them in a letter to your boss.  

Practise expressions in real situations. A meeting? Describe 

your ideas. A presentation? Role play questions. A report? 

Write one for your teacher to correct.  

Andrew’s advice: Most students can absorb about twenty 

new words every hour so it is a good idea to keep your list 

below that.   
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